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concave edge (Werner 2016) 

Chandra X-ray image

• Massive cluster 
(T=10 keV)

• steep temperature
decline at center

• multiple sloshing edges

• gas peak offset from 
BCG (one of rare cases) 

• AGN very faint (deprived 
of fuel by sloshing)

Ophiuchus cluster Giacintucci et al. 2020, 2022 in prep.



concave edge (Werner 16) 

• Edge of a giant cavity?

Ophiuchus cluster Giacintucci et al. 2020, 2022 in prep.



concave edge (Werner 16) 

• Edge of a giant cavity?

• pV ~ 5 × 10 61 erg — implausible: almost order of mag. greater than the 
biggest known AGN cavity (MS0735+74, McNamara 05) 

Ophiuchus cluster Giacintucci et al. 2020, 2022 in prep.



5’ FWHM
250 kpc

cavity

GLEAM 76 MHz

XMM X-ray image

Ophiuchus cluster Giacintucci et al. 2020, 2022 in prep.

MWA 76 MHz

‘cavity’ filled with radio lobe 
with extremely steep spectrum 



uGMRT 300−500 MHz
18” resolution

Giacintucci et al. 2022 in prep.Ophiuchus cluster



uGMRT 300−500 MHz
18” resolution

X-ray edge

minihalo: spectral index −1
(GMRT 210 −400 MHz)

lobe: spectral index −2.5

Giacintucci et al. 2022 in prep.Ophiuchus cluster



Giacintucci et al. 2020, 2022 in prep.Ophiuchus cluster

GMRT 240 MHz

2’ beam

uGMRT 300−500 MHz
point sources removed



What about the rest of the X-ray “cavity”?



Ophiuchus

500 kpc

XMM, new mosaic
(D. Wik)



Ophiuchus

500 kpc

XMM, new mosaic
(D. Wik)



Ophiuchus

500 kpc

XMM, new mosaic



500 kpc

XMM, new mosaic

500 kpc

Hydra A

M=1.3 shock
(Nulsen 05, Simionescu 09)



Ophiuchus

500 kpc

XMM, new mosaic



500 kpc

XMM, new mosaicOphiuchus



500 kpc

XMM, new mosaic

X-ray brightness profile

• inner edge: AGN bubble driven weak shock?

• outer edge: another giant sloshing front at r=1.5 Mpc? 
driven by bubble or by independent merger 



Conclusions
• The dinosaur AGN explosion in Ophuichus is real

• the most energetic known explosion since Big Bang,
pV ~ 5×1061erg, d=0.5 Mpc cavity − large outlier among AGN cavities

• disturbed the whole massive cluster − but didn’t destroy its cool 
core! (all energy deposited outside the core?)

• possibly set off cluster-wide sloshing 

• companion lobe probably faded or was completely disrupted

o If search at sufficiently low radio frequencies, may find more dinosaurs 
(some candidates already)

o with time, this lobe will be swept to outskirts by sloshing and form relic-like cloud 
to be reaccelerated, or one of LOFAR ultra-steep sources 





Line Emission Mapper
Probing physics of galaxy formation

M. Markevitch (NASA GSFC), 2022 August 17
image: M106 Hubble, Chandra, VLA, Spitzer (CXC)



Grazing-incidence mirror

1600 cm2 effective at E=0.5 keV
0.2 –2 keV band
10'' HPD resolutio)

TES calorimeter array

2 eV resolution (1 eV subarray)

30'×30' field 

118×118 15" pixels

Line Emission Mapper (Probe, 2032)

SAO, GSFC, Chicago, MPA, 
MPIA, Yale, Heidelberg, 
Colorado, Kentucky, Miami, 
SRON, Michigan, INAF, …



LEM vs. future spectroscopy missions
LEM XRISM Athena Lynx† HUBS†

Energy band, keV 0.2–2 0.4–15 0.2–12 0.2–7 0.2–2

Effective area, cm2

0.5 keV  ………. 1600 50 6000 14000 500

6 keV  ………. 0 300 2000 … 0

Field of view 30' 3' 5' 5' 60'

Grasp* at 0.5 keV   1.4 <0.001 0.12 0.35 1.8

Angular resolution  15" 1' 5" 1" 1'

Spectral resolution 1-2 eV 5 eV 2.5 eV 3 eV 1-2 eV

Detector array, pix 118×118** 6×6 50×50** 300×300 60×60

v2022-5-30
* grasp = effective area × field of view, 106 cm2 arcmin2 ** equivalent square       † future concepts



r500

8'

100 kpc

simulated galaxy: CCD image at E=0.5 keV LEM image in OVII line, 2 eV resolution 

z=0.01

Milky Way foreground dominates

1 Ms

LEM resolves foreground, unveils CGM

• LEM's 2 eV resolution allows to isolate signal from foreground, unveil the very faint CGM halo
• LEM's large grasp allows to map the entire halo of a nearby well-resolved galaxy in a single (long but feasible) ~1 Ms exposure

• This cannot be done with a dispersive (grating) spectrometer – mapping diffuse emission requires an imaging microcalorimeter

2 eV resolution

• CGM emission lines are located next to much 
brighter Milky Way foreground lines –
cannot be separated with CCD resolution

Uncovering the Circumgalactic Halos



z=0.120 Mpc

TNG100-3

OVIII Su'face B'ig tness [log p oton s−1 cm−2 a'csec−2]

-18.0 -16.0 -14.0 -12.0 -10.0

Illustris TNG100 cosmological simulatoins
O VIII ion shown (from D. Nelson)

Milky Way foreground

LEM

LEM 200 ks

CCD resolution

Cosmic Web IGM linesFe XVII                  Fe XVII                  O VIII                  Ne X

redshift known –
not a blind search 

Detecting metals 
in Cosmic Web 

filaments



LEM will do a shallow all-sky survey

Map Milky Way CGM, Fermi and eROSITA Bubbles

• constrain or (with luck) detect nonthermal emission from Fermi 
bubbles by resolving line-dominated diffuse foreground

Fermi

eROSITA 0.6–1 keV

Predehl et al. 2021

The Astrophysical Journal, 779:57 (16pp), 2013 December 10 Kataoka et al.

Galactic value toward in the line-of-sight direction), confirmed
by our analysis of the newly acquired Suzaku data, seems to con-
flict with the idea that the NPS is a local phenomenon. Willingale
et al. (2003) mention that the halo and NPS components lie be-
hind at least 50% of the line-of-sight cold gas for which the total
Galactic column density in the range (2–8) × 1020 cm−2, and
attributed this high NH to the cold gas distribution in the wall lo-
cated at 15–60 pc. However, the presence of such a wall between
the LB and NPS is not confirmed, but was rather an assumption
made in order to not conflict with their local model. Miller et al.
(2008) also reported high levels of NH but no discussion about
the origin of such large amount of cold gas; throughout, they as-
sumed that the NPS is a local structure based on the interstellar
polarization feature and the H i features, both of which cannot,
however, be taken to strongly support the local interpretation as
we previously discuss.

Moreover, the inspection of the ROSAT maps indicates that
the X-ray emission from the NPS is heavily absorbed at 1.5 keV
at low Galactic latitudes (e.g., Snowden et al. 1995), i.e., from
the Galactic plane up to b # 10◦. This requires hydrogen
column densities as large as !5 × 1021 cm−2. Meanwhile,
any accumulation of neutral gas within a 100 pc distance by
an expanding shock wave should amount to no more than
NH # 3×1020 cm−2. Therefore, it seems reasonable and natural
to consider the kT # 0.3 keV plasma component detected in
our Suzaku observations of the northeast and southern Fermi
Bubbles’ edges is essentially the same as the plasma component
seen in the previous observations of the NPS, having the similar
temperature, kT # 0.3 keV. Yet it is difficult to conclude if the
NPS is physically associated with the GH, because as previously
emphasized, the derived temperature of this component is
slightly higher than the “canonical” kT # 0.2 keV value
claimed for the GH gas (Yao & Wang 2005; Yao et al. 2009,
2010; Yoshino et al. 2009; Henley et al. 2010; Henley &
Shelton 2013). In contrast, this discrepancy can be explained as
a signature of gas heating by the expanding bubble structure,
which drives a low-Mach number shock in the surrounding
medium (for a high-Mach number case see, Guo & Mathews
2012; Guo et al. 2012). We return to this issue in Sections 4.3
and 4.4.

Last, let us comment in this context on the aforementioned
jump in the EM of the hot gas component at the northeast bubble
edge. Here we propose that the observed 50% decrease in EM is
likely due to projection effects related to a cavity inflated by an
expanding bubble in the GH environment. Namely, assuming
that the Fermi Bubbles are characterized by sharp edges and
are symmetric with respective to the observer’s line of sight,
a shell of the evacuated gas is expected to form an envelope
around the expanding structure. A projection of the emission
of this shell onto the bubbles’ interior should then result in
the same temperature plasma component (here kT # 0.3 keV)
being observed from both within and around the bubbles even
if they are devoid of any thermal component, but only with the
enhanced emissivity just outside the bubbles’ edges. To estimate
the exact shape of the EM profile requires detailed modeling of
the emissivity profile as proposed to model the radial profile
of shell-type SNRs (e.g., Berezhko & Völk 2004), which is
beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we consider a simple
2-dimensional toy model in which the uniform gas is confined
in a donut region between Rin and Rout, where Rin # 4 kpc is the
radius of the bubble and the observed EM is simply proportional
to the path length of gas along the line of sight. Within such a
toy model, a 50% drop of EM can be explained if the width of

Figure 8. SED of the Fermi Bubbles fitted with the one-zone leptonic model
(blue curve). We assumed the magnetic field intensity B = 12 µG within
the bubbles, and the emission volume V = 2 × (4/3)πR3 with radius
R = 1.2 × 1022 cm. Full details are given in Section 4.3. The GeV data points
correspond to the emission of the entire bubbles’ structure, following Su et al.
(2010). The radio data points corresponds to the WMAP haze emission averaged
over b = −20◦ to −30◦, for |l| < 10◦. The bow-tie centered on the 23 GHz
K-band indicates the range of synchrotron spectral indices allowed for the
WMAP haze, following Dobler & Finkbeiner (2008). The red dashed line denotes
the observed CXB level, and the solid line indicates the Suzaku upper limit for
the bubbles’ non-thermal X-ray emission, <9.3 × 10−9 erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1

in the 2–10 keV energy range, corresponding to ∼15% of the CXB level.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the outer shell of the bubble, Rout − Rin # 2 kpc, i.e., is twice
smaller than the bubble radius.

4.3. Thermal versus Non-thermal Plasma

In the spectral fitting of the newly acquired Suzaku data,
we did not detect any excess non-thermal emission associated
with the bubbles, at least at the level exceeding the expected
∼10% fluctuations in the CXB. Figure 8 shows the SED of the
Fermi Bubbles, from radio to GeV γ -ray, with the corresponding
X-ray upper limit. The GeV data points correspond to the
emission of the entire bubbles’ structure following Su et al.
(2010). In our modeling, we assumed a simple one-zone leptonic
model in which the radio emission and GeV γ -ray emission
arise from the same population of relativistic electrons through
the synchrotron and inverse-Compton (IC/CMB) processes,
respectively (e.g., Su et al. 2010). We are aware that detailed
modeling requires also the IC contributions from the dust
and starlight, i.e., far infrared and optical/UV backgrounds as
detailed in Mertsch & Sarkar (2011). However, such starlight/
dust emission at the position of the lobes is anisotropic and non-
uniform; therefore, special care must be taken when including
these additional sources of seed photons. The interstellar stellar
radiation field has energy density of ∼1 eV cm−3, comparable to
that of the CMB, but its contribution is more significant closer to
the disk and as such, the conclusion is not significantly affected
at high galactic latitudes. In fact, Mertsch & Sarkar (2011,
Figure 2 therein) demonstrated that the IC/CMB contribution
is most significant up to 10 GeV in the Fermi-LAT data.

For the electron energy distribution we assume a standard bro-
ken power-law form Ne(γ > γmin) = N0 γ −s (1 + γ /γbrk)−1 ×
exp[−γ /γmax], with the injection index s = 2.2, and the
minimum and maximum electron Lorentz factors set to γmin =
2000 and γmax = 108, respectively. The parameter γbrk = 106

is the characteristic energy above which the electron spectrum
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nonthermal emission 
from Fermi bubbles

LEM 
sensitivity



Every 15” pixel in 118×118 (30’x30’) array 
is a calorimeter

50 ks spectrum from 15" LEM pixel

C
N O Fe Ne
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Si

Energy, keV

LEM FoV

Athena 
XIFU

Puppis A supernova remnant



Science ideas welcome (go wild)


